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INNER GRADINGS AND GALOIS

EXTENSIONS WITH NORMAL BASIS

MARGARET BEATTIE

(Communicated by Donald S. Passman)

Abstract. We prove that for G a finite group, a (/-graded Azumaya algebra

over a commutative ring has inner grading if and only if an associated Galois

extension has normal basis.

Introduction

In this note, we prove the following Skolem-Noether type theorem for graded

Azumaya algebras over a commutative ring k . If G is a finite group and A a

G-graded Azumaya algebra over k, then the ¿/-grading on A is inner if and

only if the Galois extension (A#(kG)*)A has normal basis. In particular, for k

semilocal or von Neumann regular, every (/-grading of a k-Azumaya algebra is

inner. This result extends the work of Osterburg and Quinn [8] who proved a

similar result for k a field and A strongly G-graded.

Our main theorem parallels the well-known situation for A an Azumaya

/cG-module algebra. For an automorphism Q of A is inner if and only if

A(d) = {x € A: ax = xCl(a) for all a e A} is a free ^-module of rank 1, and

thus kG acts innerly on A if and only if the Galois /cG-object Q)g<eGA(g) has

normal basis.

1. Preliminaries

Throughout, k will denote a (trivially graded) commutative ring with 1 and

G a finite group. Unless otherwise specified, ®, Horn, etc. should be understood

to be over k , algebras and modules are ^-algebras and /c-modules, etc.

The Hopf algebra (kG)* is the dual of the group ring kG; (kG)* has a free

basis over k, namely the projections pa, a e G, where pa(x) — öa %. Thus

the pa are a set of orthogonal idempotents with 12aeGPa = 1 •

A /c-algebra A is called a G-graded algebra if A - @a£G Aa , AaAr Ç Aax

and k Ç Ax.   A is a G-graded algebra if and only if A is a (kG)*-module
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algebra. Thus we may form the smash product A#(kG)* where A#(kG)* -

A ® (kG)* as a /c-module and has multiplication defined by (a#pa)(b#pT) =

abar-l#pz, b   being the 7-th homogeneous component of b e A .   G acts as

a group of automorphisms on A#(kG)* by a(a#pr) = a#pra_, ; (A#(kG)*) ' =

A . (See [5] for further details of this construction.)

A (kG)*-module algebra A is said to have inner grading if there are maps

u and if from G to A such that for all a e A , y e G,

Then, since  1 e Ax ,

(1) 5>(yaMa-1) = *yil.

It was noted in [8] that for A finite dimensional over a field fc , we also have

(2) ]r*(ya)«(a~') = <*  ,".

The equation (2) holds also for ,4 finitely generated projective over k, k a

commutative ring. Equation ( 1 ) says that u is right invertible in the convolution

algebra C = Hom((kG)* ,A) (see [10, Chapter IV] for the definition of C).

But then mu , multiplication on the right by u , is a Ar-module isomorphism

from C to Cu , so that, at each localization of k, C and Cet are free of

the same rank. Thus, the identity map from Cu to C is an isomorphism at

each localization, and thus is an isomorphism. Then C = Cu and a is left

invertible in C . Since left and right inverses are equal, (2) holds.

Recall that a (not necessarily commutative) /V-algebra S is called a Galois

extension of k with group G or a Galois (A:G)*-object [3] if G acts as a group

of automorphisms on S suchthat S =k and the map F: S®S —> S®(kG)*

defined by T(s ® t) = 12„eGso(t) ®pa is an SG-module isomorphism where

the G-action on S®S is induced by the G-action on the second factor and the

G-action on S®(kG)* is induced by the usual G-action on (kG)*.

A Galois extension S is said to have normal basis if S is isomorphic to

(kG)* as (/cG)*-comodules (or, equivalently, as /VG-modules). S has normal

basis if and only if there exists x e S such that {o(x): o e G} is a free basis

for the /c-module S.

Note that the definition of an inner grading comes from Sweedler's more

general definition of an inner Hopf algebra action [9]. This more general setting

for Skolem-Noether type results is studied in [2] for k a field; if the Hopf

algebra H is (kG)*, the results of [8] are recovered. The method of proof in

[2, 8] and in this paper are closely related. In fact, using [4, 3.4], one easily sees

that for A  strongly G-graded, the Galois extension  E of [8] and the Galois
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extension S (A) described below are isomorphic Galois extensions of k with

group G.

2. The main theorem

From now on, A will denote a finitely generated projective central separable

G-graded algebra. We define a Galois extension S (A), associated with A, as

follows. The algebra A#(kG)* has a left A ® A°-mod\ile structure defined by

a®b° ox = a#\oxob#\. We form S(A) = (A#(kG)*)A = {x e A#(kG)* :

a ® Io o x — 1 ® a0 o x for all a e A}, i.e. S (A) is the centralizer of the

subalgebra A in A#(kG)* . It was shown in [1, p. 688] that S (A) is a Galois

extension for G abelian. The proof also holds for nonabelian G ; we include it

here for the sake of completeness.

Since S(A)G = (A#(kG)*f n S(A) = AA = k, it remains to show that the

map T: S(A)®S(A) —► S(A)®(kG)* is an isomorphism. Note that since A is an

Azumaya algebra and A#(kG)* is a left ,4<g>/l0-module, the map m: A®S(A) =

A ® (A#(kG)*)' —► A#(kG)* defined by m(a ® x) = ax is an isomorphism

[7, 2.13]. It is easy to check that the map n: (A#(kG)*) ®4 (A#(kG)*) ->

(A#(kG)*)®(kG)* defined by n((a#pa)®A(b#p¿) = ElieG(ab[#pa->a)®Pa-lar

is bijective with inverse rf defined by rf ((a#pa)®pr) — (a#pa)®4 (1#PCTT) •

The following diagram commutes (cf. [4, p. 310]).

A®S(A)®S(A) -i^L»  A®S(A)®(kG)*

m®l

(A#(kG)*)®S(A)

(A#(kG)*)®AA®S(A)

1®»!

(A#(kG)*)®A(A#(kG)*) -^-^ A#(kG)*)®(kG)*

Since all the maps but 1 ® T are already known to be isomorphisms, 1 ® T is

an isomorphism and since A is faithfully flat, T is also. Thus, S (A) is indeed

a Galois extension with group G .

Theorem. The following statements are equivalent.

(i) The G-grading on A is inner.

(ii) The Galois extension S (A) 2 k has a normal basis.

(iii) There exist x,y eS(A) such that 12„eG^(x)ra(y) — ôt ,.

Proof. We show that (i) => (ii) => (iii) => (i).

(i) => (ii).   Suppose first that the G-grading on  A  is inner, i.e. there exist
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maps a and ¿« from G to A such that for all a 6 A, y G G, û„ =

X}„eGÄ(}'a)ük'(a~ )• Define a /c-module map Q from (/VG)* to S(A) by

«(/T'O,)) = ß^) = ¿2aeG"(<*~l\#Pafi = ß~\a(px)). Note that Q(px), and

therefore the image of Q, is in S (A) = (A#(kG)*)A since for CÇ.A,

( 5>(a">/>„ J (c#!) =  £ K«_1)caT_,#pT
VtGG / «,t£G

=    Y^   ¿<(a    )u(ax    a)cv(a    )#px

a ,T ,cr€G

=   X]   1 ̂ ^(^"^^(aiT"1^) I c^(o-"')#/7T
o-,reG  I «EG J

I,
=  E^LrJ^    )#PT       by (2)

cr.rGG

= J>(T_i)#/>t

= (c#l)^^(a-')#/7a.

a€G

Therefore for all c e A ,

(*) <*(y) = £*tf~l)c* = £*0'<r,)ci-
¿sec sec

It remains to show that Q is an isomorphism.

Suppose &(12aeGr(o)Pa) = 12a,aeGr(<J>((Ja~l)#Pn = ° for scalars r(a) G

k , a G G . Then XLer ''((TM(Tû:~ ' ) = 0 for all a G G . Then, for any XgG ,■<aeG'

In      ,      1-1-|,(0'ji'(<TQ

ö-eG

0 = ^/"(tr^ffa    )«s«(aA    ),

so that

O^^rtaM^"1)«^1)
-In      <       ,-l>

r(crj^(C7a

= Y2 r(a) < Y^ a(aX~ p~ )u(p) >        where p = aX~
ctGG [peC J

= r(X)       by (2).

Thus Q is one-one. Locally Q is an isomorphism since locally S (A) is free of

rank equal to the order of G ; therefore Q is an isomorphism.

(ii) =>- (iii). This implication follows from [8, Lemma 2].
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(iii) => (i).     We suppose next that there exist   x,y   G   S(A)   such that

Ea€G^Mxa(y) = ¿r,i • Let x = ¿2aeGa(a)#Pa . y = EßeGb(ß)#Pß . Then

c?T , = J] o(x)xa(y)
aeG

=  J2 (°(x))(Hß)#pß(Tari)
a ,ß€G

=  £ (b(ß)#l)a(x)(l#pfm^)       since ct(x) G 5(^)
o-./ieG

=   £   (Wa(a)#p^_0(i#/»,(w)-.)
a,ß,a€G

=   ]T  b(ß)a(ß(ro)-la)#p

ß,oea

=  ^2 b(ß)a(Xx~xX~xß)#p.       with A = j9(tct)

JÍ(T(T)-'
/J.ctGG

1 i-I mJi .,    ,        «/      N-I

/M€G

and since the coefficient of pÁ is ôr x for all A, we have

(**) ^b(ß)a(nß) = oril       for all rç eG.
/?gg

Now for any c E A ,

;-GG

= S | S b(xp)a(yp) 1 c,       by (**)
7GG   [p€G J

= £*(*/>) | EaO'/'H |
P€G [}>GG J

= ^ b(xp)ca(p)       since x G S(/4).

¿>€G

Now define maps « ,¿< from G to A by »(a) = b(a) and ¿<(t~ ) = a(x).   u

This completes the proof of the main theorem. Note that in the proof that

(iii) => (i), the fact that y is in S (A) is not used. In fact, condition (iii) is

equivalent to the following:

(iii)' There exist x G S (A), y G A#(kG)* such that 12a<zG °(x)^a(y) ~^x\-

Corollary 1. If MSpec(/c), the maximal ideal spectrum of k, has a basis of

open/closed sets, (for example if k is semilocal or von Neumann regular), then

every G-graded k-Azumaya algebra has inner grading.

Proof. It is proved in [6] that if MSpec(/c)  has a basis of open/closed sets,

and H is a finitely generated commutative or cocommutative Hopf algebra,
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then every Galois //-object has normal basis. Let H be the commutative Hopf

algebra (kG)*.   u

Corollary 2. If every G-graded k-Azumaya algebra has inner grading, then every

(kG)*-Galois object has normal basis.

Proof. The statement follows from the fact that every Galois (rcG)*-object is

isomorphic to S (A) for some graded Azumaya algebra A . The proof is essen-

tially the same as [1, p. 689-90]. We outline the argument.

If S is a Galois extension of k with group G, then A - S#kG is a G-graded

Azumaya algebra with Aa = S#a, a G G. Then

cp: S(A) = ((S#kG)#(kG)*f*kG) -+ S

defined by 4>(12a r€a(s(a 'x^a^Pj = 12a^as^a' *) *s a kG-algebra homo-

morphism. But a &G-algebra homomorphism between two Galois extensions is

an isomorphism.    G
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